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Abstract-In the developing countries

many

crimes

are

happening at the highways and bridges. In this paper we have
introduced a security feature which can resist the occurrence of
those crimes. However, this system is based on RFID (Radio
Frequency

Identification)

technology

which

replaces

the

traditional manual tolling system. In the existing automated
tolling system RFID reader only detects the RFID card to deduct
the toll amount according to the vehicle types. In our integrated
system if the authority wants to block a certain type of vehicle or
a specific vehicle, it can be done at the toll booth area. For this, a

sensors. Prepaid based toll deduction is introduced which can
reduce hwnan labor and also ensure secured transaction
process. Moreover, RFID based security and access control
system in confidential areas has been introduced previously.
We have seen RFID card punch system in hostels, medical
centers and offices to restrict the entry of general people. We
aimed to combine those ideas and introduce something new
which can be implemented at the highways and bridges to
ensure security.

simple code text is sent to the system using GSM module and
then the vehicle is blocked by not lifting the barrier even after
deduction of the toll amount from the vehicle owner's prepaid
based account. In addition, this can also be done to block all the
vehicles at the toll booth area in the bridges in case of emergency.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the developing countries we have seen a lot of crime
happening at the bridges and highways. Specially, during
evening and midnight many occurrence like- hijacks, murders
etc. are commonly taking place. However, those criminals
easily get escaped from the crime zone and victims lose their
valuable assets including cars, jewelries etc. Although the
presence of police, sometimes it gets difficult for them to
identify the right vehicle and stop it for the checking. Most of
the cases those vehicles pass the toll booth area by giving toll
amount and no one can identify the criminals. To avoid those
problems we have built an advanced security system which is
integrated with the automated RFID based tolling system. This
system will not let the criminals pass the toll booth area even
after paying the toll amount. Thus, the crime rates at highways
and bridges can be reduced. The overall system is user
friendly, fast responsive and convenient for the developing
countries. By implementing this system in the highways and
bridges, primary steps can be taken to resist a criminal or any
sort of crime. As the data of each vehicle owner should be
recorded in the database previously, so when any information
of that vehicle owner is needed by the authority or police, it
can be easily found from the database to ease the investigation
process.
II.

RELATED WORK

We have analyzed many research works regarding
automation of toll collection system to replace manual toll
collection system. Manual toll collection system is unreliable,
time conswning and it creates traffic congestion. Researchers
modeled automated tolling system on the basis of RFID
technology using different types of microcontrollers and
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III.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The basic model of the system has been developed by
using RFID system and GSM module. To activate this system,
every vehicle needs to hold a RFID number plate or tag. As
RFID tag is unique and if we register and keep record of all
vehicles identification number in the database, the owner of
the vehicle can be easily identified and therefore chance of
using duplicate or fake number plates will be reduced.
However, a RFID tag or card reader will be placed at the toll
collection booth of the highways or bridges which can detect
the RFID tag. Whenever a vehicle will enter the toll collection
booth area, the reader will immediately scan the tag and
identify the type of that vehicle and deduct the toll amount
from the vehicle owner's prepaid based account. Afterwards,
the vehicle owner will instantly be informed about the
deduction by a confirmation text message. However, all the
required information about the vehicle owner has to be saved
previously in the database of the system. After executing all
these steps the system will check whether there is any
message received from the authority to stop the vehicle from
passing the booth area. For instance, suppose police got to
know that a group of people in a certain vehicle has done a
crime and trying to go to another state by crossing the bridge.
If the police-in-charge messages the tag number of that
specific vehicle to the authority who will be controlling the
system, then authority will send the system a code text
message which will help to block that particular vehicle even
after paying the toll fee. Now, if the police need to block all
the vehicles at the toll booth area for any kind of checking
purpose then it can also be done by using another code text
message.
IV.

DESIGN COMPONENTS

The prototype of the system has been developed by using
RFID System which includes- RFID Reader and RFID Tag,
Microcontroller-Arduino Mega 2560, Force Sensitive Resistor
(FSR), LCD display, GSM Module and Servo Motor. The
specifications of the components are given below:

A. RFID Reader

A RFID reader is a network connected device (fixed or
mobile) with an antenna that sends power as well as data and
commands to the tags. RFID systems allow the unique
identification of items [ 1][5] or any other products which
allows tracking of individual items throughout the supply
chain. In our system, RFID reader is used to detect the RFID
tag attached to the vehicle. The reader used in our prototype
can read RFID tag within 3.5 cm. However, for the real time
model we will use more powerful reader which can detect the
RFID tag from a longer distance.
B. RFID Tag

Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is the use of radio
waves to read and capture information stored on a tag attached
to an object. In RFID system, every individual item is
equipped with an inexpensive and small RFID tag. The tag
contains a transponder with digital memory chip. An antenna
packaged with a transceiver and decoder emits a signal
activating the tag so that it can read and write data into it.
When RFID tag passes through the reader zone, it detects the
reader activation signal [2][5]. For our prototype five different
active RFID tags are used for identifying five types of vehicle

which is attached to the vehicle. However, this identification is
done by using RFID reader which is placed at the toll
collection booth. If it founds valid tag, the overall process
moves further. Moreover, the weight of the vehicle is
measured by using FSR (Force Sensitive Resistor). The
calculation of the toll charge is done in the database where the
toll amount is predetermined according to the vehicle type.
For truck or cargo which carries extra weight, the calculation
is done by using a formula or method. Then the toll charge is
debited and credited from the vehicle owner's prepaid based
account. Required information about the account, like-account
number has to be recorded in the system database prior. A
confirmation SMS will also be sent to the vehicle owner's
mobile number via GSM module. After that the servo motor
will rotate and lift the barrier to pass the vehicle if access
permission is not blocked by the authority.
To control the barrier for security purpose, we have used a
text message with the help of GSM module. The code text
format to block the system is given below:
SMS Format:

Block<space>Car/Bus/TrucklCNGlBike

Enter

C. Arduino Mega

Arduino Mega is a microcontroller board based on the
ATmega2560. It has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14
can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs
(hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB
connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button
[3] [5]. In our prototype two Arduino mega has been used.
D. Force Sensitive Resistor(FSR)

FSR's are basically a resistor that changes its resistive
value (in ohms Q) depending on the pressure it is given [4]
[5]. In our system we have used a square shape FSR in place
of weight sensor for the practical demonstration purpose.

Calculate toll

charge

in

the database

E. LCD Display

A l6x2 LCD is used for displaying the deducted toll
amount and vehicle types at the toll booth.
F.

GSM Module

The technical design of the system includes a GSM
module which will help to send a confirmation text to the
vehicle owner about the toll deduction. It is also used to
communicate with the security personnel hence control the
access of vehicles.

Barrier will not be
lifted and vehicle
will be blocked
YES

G. Servo motor

Servo motor has been used in our prototype which rotates
at 90 degree to control the barrier.
V.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system is a compact hardware system which starts
when a vehicle enters in the toll booth area. Then vehicle
identification is done by detecting the value of the RFID tag

Barrier wiII be lifted and
confirmation text will be sent to
the vehicle owner

Fig I. Entire system flow chart

In the second processer, system starts by reading the
analog voltage values AO, AI, A2 and then analyzes to select
the type of vehicle. For example, in case of truck it reads the
weight of the truck and the calculation is done by using the
following method:
Total amount
weight)/2

=

Preset toll amount for truck

+

(additional

After that it displays the data and sends confirmation text
using AT Commands. Then it sends command to rotate servo
motor at 90 degree angle. After 30 sec it will rotate back into 0
degree angle.

Fig 2. Steps to block any type of vehicle

VI.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The whole system is based on two microcontroller based
processors. First processor is used to communicate with RFID
system and the second processor integrates the functionalities
of FSR GSM shield, LCD display and servo motor. In the
fIrst processor, the system starts by sending a tag request.
When a tag is present, it sets or resets corresponding bits to the
second processor. Then it displays the information in Liquid
Crystal Display. If there is no tag present, the system goes
back again and thus the infmite loop works.

YES

NO

Fig 4. Flow chart for Second Processor [5]

Fig 3. Flow chart for First Processor [5]

VII.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For our demonstration, we had set a RFID booth over the
road where our RFID reader was placed. We had used a 16x2
LCD for displaying purpose and also used a 10k potentiometer
to control the contrast of LCD display.
irst Processor receives the
RFID tag code through
SM shield using AT
commands

Second processor sends
corresponding bits for the
identified vehicle

NO

Commands
servo motor
will rotate at 90
degree (open)

The success rate of our demonstration was up to the mark.
When a vehicle passed through RFID booth, it was scanned
instantly and notified via some LED's in the circuit. Initially
the LCD showed in the display 'no vehicle . . . . . . charge is 0 '.
However, in case of vehicle without proper RFID tag, the
LCD display showed 'no tag present, use alternate path '.
Rather than truck for the other four types of vehicle (Bike,
CNG, Car, Bus), it showed in the LCD display the type of
vehicle and the corresponding charge. We charged different
amount of toll for the 5 types of vehicle. However, a
confirmation text was received immediately in the phone
number we had given in our system code.
For truck the weight was calculated from the FSR in such
a way that for additional weight the extra toll amount that has
to be paid was calculated using the following formula:
Previous Toll Charge for truck
Toll charge for truck.

+

( 1/2)

Delay for 30
sec
Stop commanding
for the rotation of
servo motor

Rotates at 90
degree again
(close)

Fig 5. Integration between two processor

The advanced security system starts when the first
processor receives the RFID tag code by using GSM module.
This process is done by using some AT commands. After that
the second processor sends the currently available tag code.
Then the tag code is checked with the currently available
vehicle's RFID tag code in the database. If it matches then
the system stops commanding for the rotation of the servo
motor. So the barrier remains closed. However, if it doesn't
match then the servo motor commands to rotate at 90 degree
angle and eventually open the barrier. After 30 sec of
delaying, the servo motor again rotates at 90 degree angle to
close the barrier.

Fig 7. Toll amount varies for different types of vehicle
Fig 6. Part of the arduino code

*

weight

=

Total

Fig. 11. SMS format to block any specific vehicle and whole system

A.

The result of security feature:

In our demonstration we wanted to block the RFID card
which was registered in our database system as 'car'. So we
sent a text message writing 'Block Car' to the system and then
the LCD showed 'Car Blocked' and barrier was not lifted.
Fig 8. Sample screenshots of received messages

Fig 9. Prototype of Toll Booth area

Fig. 12. Blocking of ear

Then again we wanted to block the total system so that no
vehicle can pass the toll booth area. For this we used the
format of the SMS "AII<space>Block" and sent a message to
the system. After receiving the SMS, the system blocked all
types of vehicle and showed in the display "All Blocked".

Fig. 10. Internal circuit connection

Fig. 13. Blocking of all vehicle

VIII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we tried to design an embedded system to
ensure a faster toll collection system along with security
feature that will contribute a lot to stop crimes at the highways
and bridges. It will also ease the work of the police authority
to catch a criminal. The system performs the whole task by
processing the data received through GSM shield from the
police authority. However, the same concept can be
implemented at the car parking system or any other security
concern places. The real life model construction cost of the
system is very less and sustainable too. We can improve the
response time of the whole system by using more powerful
RFID system. As a whole, the integrated toll collection with
security system is very beneficial and effective system.
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